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Approaching bear market
territory
This Addepar Investor Sentiment Index (ISI) research note is designed to provide
transparency into the investment behavior of the wealthiest tier of investors.
Leveraging Addepar’s network of RIAs and family offices, we analyze anonymized
investment data on our platform to gain insight into how ultra-high-net-worth
(U/HNW) investors are making portfolio adjustments, effectively capturing their views
on the economy and markets. Additionally, where relevant, we conduct client
interviews to supplement the data analysis presented. To ensure privacy, we never
disclose identities.

Summary:

- Investor sentiment turned bearish in March and April as markets resumed
their sell-off.

- While real growth slows, investors and the market alike are rotating into
defensive sectors and out of cyclical sectors.

- Technology, a sector that’s susceptible to rising discount rates, is also
showing bearish investor sentiment.

Starting in March, markets rallied and then sold off again—heading back to the
bottom of the drawdown that started at the end of 2021. The yield curve flattened to
levels last witnessed at the start of the pandemic and even briefly inverted at the
start of April. After buying the dips in January and February, investors represented in
the ISI turned bearish in March and April.

Our analysis from January’s brief showed that, on a historical basis, investors tend to
diligently rebalance up until they start experiencing drawdowns in the 15–20% range,
after which they tend to reduce exposures. In current circumstances, markets are
now starting to test this range. Should markets continue to sell off, and investors are
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consistent with their historical behavior in these circumstances, we may see 15-30%
of portfolios reduce their exposure.

Figure 1: Daily ISI vs S&P 500
December 27, 2021–May 28, 2022

Source: Addepar

Real growth continues to show signs of moderating across a number of leading
indicators. Figure 2 shows that this slowing growth is being reflected in the relative
pricing of sectors. The trailing 1-month return of defensive sectors is outperforming
cyclical ones to a degree we have not seen since the early months of the pandemic.
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Figure 2: Cyclical–Defensive Sector Returns (1-month trailing)
January 2020–April 2022

Source: S&P Global, Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis

To a large extent, defensive sectors such as utilities and consumer defensive are
showing positive sentiment, while communication services sector
stocks—particularly Netflix—are showing signs of weakness. Investors are also selling
the technology sector, whose long-duration cash flows have been negatively
impacted by swiftly rising discount rates.
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Figure 3: Sector Sentiment (4-week average) and Performance
April 2022

Sector Sentiment Performance
Utilities 0.6 -4.3%
Energy 0.4 -1.5%
Consumer defensive 0.4 2.6%
Real estate 0.2 -3.6%
Industrials -0.2 -7.5%
Financial services -0.3 -9.9%
Materials -0.3 -3.5%
Consumer cyclical -0.4 -13.0%
Healthcare -0.4 -4.7%
Communication services -0.4 -15.6%
Technology -0.7 -11.3%

Bullish/Bearish
Relative to own history:

Strong -
Moderate -
Strong +

Moderate +

Source: Addepar, Refinitiv

Stay tuned

We’ll continue to develop analytics that provide additional value to our clients
through the aggregated and anonymized investment data on our platform. We’ll also
keep posting the monthly ISI index, our key observations and periodic research notes
on our website.

Notice and disclaimers

All information provided herein, including without limitation, all text, data, graphs and charts (collectively, the
“Information”) is the property of Addpear, Inc. and its third party data providers, and is provided for informational
purposes only. The Information may not be modified, reverse-engineered, reproduced or re-disseminated in whole or
in part without prior written permission from Addepar. All rights in the Information are reserved by Addepar.
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The Information may not be used to create derivative works or to verify or correct other data or information without
prior written permission from Addepar. For example (but without limitation), the Information may not be used to
create indexes, databases, risk models, analytics, software or in connection with the issuing, offering, sponsoring,
managing or marketing of any securities, portfolios, financial products or other investment vehicles utilizing or based
on, linked to, tracking or otherwise derived from the Information or any other Addepar data, information, products or
services.

The user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the Information.

Addepar and its third party data providers make no express or implied warranties or representations with respect to
the Information (or the results to be obtained, but rather the use thereof), and to the maximum extent permitted by
applicable law, Addepar and its third party data providers expressly disclaim all implied warranties (including, without
limitation, any implied warranties or originality, accuracy, timeliness, non-infringement, completeness,
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to any of the Information.

Information containing any historical information, data or analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee
of any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

The Information should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its
management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. All
Information is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons.

None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of an offer to buy), any security, financial product
or other investment vehicle or any trading strategy.

Addepar does not recommend, endorse, approve or otherwise express any opinion regarding any issuer, securities,
financial products or instruments or trading strategies and Addepar research products are not intended to
constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision
and may not be relied on as such.

This document is proprietary and confidential to Addepar. Neither this document nor its contents may be
reproduced or redistributed without the prior written approval of Addepar.

All brokerage services are provided by Addepar, a broker-dealer registered with the SEC and a member of
FINRA/SIPC. Addepar does not (1) provide any investment advice; (2) make any recommendations as to whether to
buy, sell, or hold any security; and (3) make any determination as to whether any investment is suitable for any
investor, including, without limitation, in terms of a particular investor’s financial condition, investment or tax
objectives, or risk profile.

Information presented is current as of the date shown. Investing involves risk and past results are no guarantee of
future results.
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